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Olean Police Department Illegal Surveillance

Based on the harassment and intimidation we have been receiving from the Olean Police Department
lately for exercising our constitutional rights, which exercise of such rights is considered illegal in this
county (click here for article that you can be charged with remaining silent in this county), we have filed a
FOIL request for the GPS positions of OPD patrol cars when we are in the city and minding our own
business. Every time we visit the city and remain more than 15 minutes in one location OPD cars
start to show up. While Americans do not have a right to privacy in a public place, law enforcement does
not have a right to target and illegally surveil, harass and intimidate citizens for their beliefs, looking for any
excuse to accuse and/or arrest their targeted victims. However this is Cattaraugus County New York
where law enforcement believes the law doesn’t applied to them. We have also FOIL requested the
Cattaraugus County Sheriffs Department for all purchase orders, procedures and policies for the
patrol vehicles and body cams to determine what type of video equipment is installed on the patrol
vehicles and on our public servants and how it can and should be utilized.
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Cattaraugus
County has installed the enhanced 911 system called PSAP, including Automatic Number
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Identification (ANI) and Automatic Location Identification (ALI). ALI is an enhanced electronic location
system that automatically relays a caller's address when they call an emergency responder service such
as 911, whether they call from a mobile phone or a land line. They also have what is called reverse 911
to determine the locations of any cell phone built after 1999, where they can, without your
knowledge, if they have your cellphone number, call your cellphone to determine your location.
Ever get those calls that there is nothing on the other end, or a hang up as soon as you pick up? In the
latest incident of illegal surveillance, harassment and intimidation tow individuals were targeted for just
such illegal tactics.
OPD also has installed on their patrol cars GPS location sensors that are constantly on while the
car engine is running. If you are involved in any legal issue with the local deep state swamp and you
believe that the location of the law enforcement vehicle will help your matter have your lawyer get a ‘realtime’ video of the locations of OPD vehicles as they travel throughout their jurisdictions. If you are worried
about them altering it you can always have your lawyer subpoena Verizon for the same data to compare.
The County of Cattaraugus DA’s office as well as court clerks, and others routinely engage in, or allow the
altering public records to cover up the criminal activity of public servants.
In spite of the fear mongering that the government need this type of technology to “keep us safe”, in
2015, Congress passed and the government implemented the USA Freedom Act, which ended nationwide
bulk collection under the Patriot Act. What happened? nothing. Our intelligence capabilities weren’t
kneecapped. We didn’t disastrously fail to connect the dots and as the Florida school shooting shows
the intelligence was available and was not acted upon. In fact, it turned out that bringing our intelligence
authorities more in line with the Fourth Amendment did not make us less safe. Arguably, it has enhanced
security by helping to focus our resources on real threats.

Corrupt local deep state public servants can have your location within minutes using reverse 911 and relay
that information to other local deep state operative like the corrupt OPD “Officer” Ryan Aylor who takes
pride in destroying peoples. Aylor also believes that when you exercise your constitutional rights you hate
the government. No, you Ryan Aylor are the one that hates the government, the constitution and
everything it stands for. You are nothing more than a jack booted thug. We love our government, we just
hate corrupt public servants like you who conspire with other corrupt public servants like “ADA” Elizabeth
Noelle Ensell LaFleur who ran over a pedestrian in a clearly marked cross walk, which caused the
pedestrian who was also suffering from cerebral palsy and your department covered it up. These criminals
also have other devices such as stingray to locate and monitor you and what you are saying or sending.
Sending family matter issue you really don’t want anyone to know about? Or photos meant for only your
partner? Guess who is viewing them…

The Cattaraugus County Sheriffs Department also has bodycams and vehicles equipped with video
recording devices. We have also submitted a FOIL request to produce the documentation associated with
that equipment so we the people know what they possess. After all, they are our servants and we paid for
it.
However it must be stated that the Sheriffs Department routinely alters video evidence to coverup their
criminal conduct.
We have obtained videos of a woman weighing around 95 lbs being brutalized by a sheriffs deputy
weighing 250+ right outside the county jail
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The video’s we obtained are illegally ‘edited’. This is clearly seen on the horizontal field of view
so you cannot see what actually occurs. You can only see the shadows however you can clearly see
Graham’s 87 pound victim being man handled by a sheriffs deputy as she keels over in pain because of
him grabbing her wrist.

Four other officers would soon join in. They can be seen in the video coming to the aid of sheriffs deputy,
no help for the poor woman who was just brutally assaulted by him.
By their conduct it appears that they see this sort of criminal activity committed by other public
servants.
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